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ABSTRACT
UPDATED—Februray 2020. This paper describes the 
author’s position on personal data. The author describes 
two research areas they are engaged with, their study 
of the political in data representation and their aesthetic 
inquiry into identity and tool transparency. This paper 
then converges these two research themes into how 
emergent data trails from the smart home and IoT may 
mediate how identity is understood when self-generated 
data is interpreted and transformed into an artifact.
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INTRODUCTION
I haven’t lived near my family for over a decade now, 
not since I was 18. I’m a bit of an anomaly for my tight 
knit, extended, immigrant family. Most of my cousins, 
aunts, and uncles maintain this close bond by living just 
a few minutes away from each other in Houston. Sure 
some leave to go work or go to college but they don’t 
venture too far, and they usually always come back. But 
I have yet to return, and I think one of the ways I am 
able to maintain this distance but not lose a sense of 
kinship is through the amount of content that my family 
generates of itself. We have multiple photo streams 
dedicated to new additions to the family and things 
are recorded constantly, from family dinners to funny 
sibling moments and life milestones. Nannies generate 
data and content on the young in my family and update 
them daily in photo stream’s like “Caeden’s Day Out” 
which has over 1000 photos and 300 video clips. He’s 
barely past 3 years old. The content that always strikes 
me eerily though are the snippets of home cameras. It’s 
adorable to watch my nephew comfort my niece to go 
back to bed but it’s bizarre that this is all captured by 
a baby monitor. In fact baby monitors go everywhere 
my sister or other relatives with small children go. Then 
there are the captions that these shared snippets are 
given, all harkening to who and what these children will 
become - their identities.

THE POLITICAL OF DATA AND ITS REPRESENTATION
Why does this fascinate me and what does this have to 

do with my research? Well this rests upon two different 
areas that I am engaged with at the moment. My latest 
research focuses on looking at how housing data is 
represented to understand the political implications 
they enact and the organizational politics that brought 
them into existence. I am concerned with how data turns 
into artifact and how this impacts social issues such 
as affordable housing. Understanding the applications 
of data, how it is designed, is a pressing area as we 
continue to trend towards a more data-driven world to 
deal with the structural complexity society faces. We 
need to not only question the lines that this data draws 
but also how this data is generated, collected, and stored.  
I now conduct qualitative research to understand these 
pre-political ontologies of the data and artifact, and also 
try to semantically deconstruct these representations to 
understand the post-political implications that they sow. 
Finally I also look into the sensory epistemology of the 
practice, vision, and how this impacts how we articulate, 
understand and operationalize this data. Speculatively, if 
we were to have a more embodied or non-visual way of 
understanding data, would this affect how we sense and 
act on these social issues that we generate data on?

IDENTITY AS INTERFACE AND TRANSPARENCY
The other area of research that has been ongoing for 
me is technologically mediated identity, specifically 
this concept of identity as interface. In this research I 
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engage in critical art practice to aesthetically craft and 
convey how our identities operate as interface between 
each other. Particularly I am interested in extended mind 
theory as it relates to tool transparency to contemplate 
how do we think through each other’s identity and how 
key components of this are technological artifacts. 
Michael Wheeler, a technological philosopher, argues 
that tool transparency is necessary for artifacts to 
be extensions of the mind, but these artifacts have 
adversarial exemplars that allow us to break this 
connection when necessary. However, artifacts like 
data and algorithms operate at a transparency that might 
not allow us to even see their adversarial exemplary 
instances (Wheeler, 2018). I first am interested in 
understanding how identity as interface is or is not 
transparent. To investigate this I’ve engaged in creating 
experimental films based on ethnographic video footage 
from real identity conversations participants have. I am 
then interested in looking at how the socio-technical 
acts as extensions of identity and how this might affect 
the transparency of it. 

CONCLUSION
This workshop is where I view these two research 
interests come to a head. My family generates so 
much data on themselves that eclipses the albums and 
home videos that captured my youth. Our IoT devices 
behave as transparent tools that allow us to do things 
like connect, parent, and manage a household. This 
leaves data traces waiting for others to transform into 
artifacts. Our iPhones have already begun doing this 
with seemingly benign photo stories to share with 
friends from the pictures we generate. Meanwhile 
this data is being interpreted by my family to produce 
narratives about toddlers. Videos of my niece throwing 
a tantrum has become a data driven content that lets 
us understand her as “fearless” or a “dragon lady in 
training.” Identity is mediated, scaffolded, and enacted 
by the data generated by ourselves at ages where we are 
barely conscious of ourselves and others. I’m interested 
in unpacking how these systems of data are brought into 
being by the power relations they are beholden to, the 

political implications of all this newly generated data 
about ourselves, and finally how they transparently 
think for us in regards to our identity. 
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Figure 1. Example of one of the author’s Photostreams. This is one of multiple data trails that the author’s family 
generates on this set of individuals. Photo stylized by author.
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Figure 2. Capture of a video clip taken from a baby monitor of the author’s sister. Stories of the author’s niece and nephew are created by the data generated from the baby 
monitor and the interpretation of the data by the author’s sister. Photo stylized by author.
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Figure 3. Early Identity Ofuscation Test captured by author. The author shared a studio 
with an artist that experiments with hiding and capturing identity with molds. Author 
conducts similar material studies as a result. Photo stylized by author.

Figure 4. Early Identity Ofuscation Test captured by author. Working with a fashion 
designer, an investigation is conducted to experiement with subverting signifiers. Photo 
stylized by author.
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Figure 5. Image of the first ethnogrpahic video for identity as interface 
research. Author collaborated with an experimental film maker and 
conducted semi-structured interviews with a participant discussing 
intimate issues. Participant is draped and sheathed in various transparent 
fabrics to understand how this affects ability to connect with their identity. 
Image stylized by author.
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Figure 6. Image of a subsequent series of ethnogrpahic videos. Author collaborated with a filmmaker and a fashion designer to dress a group of five participants in various 
levels of identity transparency. This film was shot as part of a cross-disciplinary doctorate course at the New School for Social Research. Participants engage in debates on 
identity politics. Author experimented with captions and other video editing techniques to produce a series of provocative ethnographic probes. These are tested in classrooms 
to investigate how students can or cannot use identity as an artifact to think through. Photo stylized by author.
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